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NoveList Added Content Statistics

Syndetics Unbound Added Content

GALILEO Usage by PINES Libraries

Notification Statistics
PINES App

Android:
3.4K new installs
114.3K sessions

iOS:
10.8K new installs
179.9K sessions
(June-August 2022)

Ecard Registrations
Online library card registrations June-August 2022:
- Total: 6,686
- Updated to Full Accounts: 982 (15%)

Estimated staff time savings at 5 minutes per registration:
- 557 hours

AV Sharing

PINES Learning Center
Statistics June-August 2022:
- 282 classes were started
- 396 classes were completed
- 81 CEUs were earned

https://my.nicheacademy.com/pines

Most popular courses
1. Using the PINES Catalog (combined public & staff)
2. PINES Local Admin Certification
3. Basic Reports
4. Borrowing Procedures
5. Advanced Reports
6. Patron Registration
7. Patron Search
8. Library Hours and Closures
Evergreen Development Update

Bug Squashing Week: July 25-29, 2022

PINES Staff Who Contributed Code, Documentation, or Testing:
- Dawn Dale, Elaine Hardy, Tiffany Little, Terran McCanna, Susan Morrison, Chris Sharp
- Shula Link from GCHRL and Chrystal Messam from LOPL also participated in testing!

Next Week: September 26-30, 2022 - Testers welcome!

Online account renewal is back in development
- Evergreen 3.9 has been released and has several new features we’ll need to test to see if they will work for PINES or not:
  - Custom Cover Image Uploader
  - Customizable Staff Portal

Thank you!

Any questions?

AI 1: Change to Equipment Circ Mod

Goal: Create a 14-day circulation duration option for local equipment.

![Circle chart showing 95% for no change and 5% for change to 3-7-14]
AI 1: Change to Equipment Circ Mod
Current Usage for equipment-local:
- Short Duration (1 day): 43 items
- Normal Duration (3 days): 80 items
- Long Duration (7 days): 553 items

AI 2: Renew From Due Date
Goal: Use new setting in next Evergreen upgrade to avoid having patrons "lose" days if they renew items 1-3 days early by setting the new due date based on the original due date rather than the renewal date.

AI 3: Library Card Replacement Fee
Goal: Reduce or eliminate the charge to replace library cards.

Thank you!